ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Pod A
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders
  o Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips
  ➢ ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work
    • Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
    • Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
    • Note: Pod A Beds appear in the List 1st
      o Medical Center ED Virtual Beds

➢ TCMEDA = Pod A Beds

➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC within one minute of placing the ED Admit To Order
➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse
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“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders
  o Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips
  ➢ ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work
    • Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
    • Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
    • Note: Pod A Beds appear in the List 1st
      o Medical Center ED Virtual Beds

➢ TCMEDA = Pod A Beds

➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC within one minute of placing the ED Admit To Order
➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse
**ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Pod B**
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders

- Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips

➢ **ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work**
  - Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
  - Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
  - To narrow the Virtual Bed List search to Pod B beds, type the following:
    ➢ TCMEDB = Pod B Beds

➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC within one minute of placing the ED Admit To Order

➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse

---

**ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Pod C**
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders

- Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips

➢ **ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work**
  - Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
  - Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
  - To narrow the Virtual Bed List search to Pod C beds, type the following:
    ➢ TCMEDB = Pod C Beds

➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC within one minute of placing the ED Admit To Order

➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse
ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Treat & Release
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM Ino or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders
  o Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips
  ➢ **ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work**
    • Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
    • Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
    • To narrow the Virtual Bed List search to Treat & Release beds, type the following:
      ➢ TCMEDTR = Treat & Release Beds

  ➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM Ino or SDC **within one minute** of placing the ED Admit To Order
  ➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change **immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse**

ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Children’s ED
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM Ino or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders
  o Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips
  ➢ **ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work**
    • Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
    • Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
    • To narrow the Virtual Bed List search to Children’s ED beds, type the following:
      ➢ TPMEDP = Children’s ED Beds

  ➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM Ino or SDC **within one minute** of placing the ED Admit To Order
  ➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change **immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse**
ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Children’s ED
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders

  o Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips

➢ ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work
  • Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
  • Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
  • To narrow the Virtual Bed List search to Children’s ED beds, type the following:

➢ TPMEDP = Children’s ED Beds

➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC within one minute of placing the ED Admit To Order
➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse

ATTENTION ED PHYSICIANS – Children’s ED
Update 11/20/13

“ED Admit To” Order is now automated to quickly convert the patient “Registration Status” to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC, so the admitting physician can enter their Admission Orders

  o Same required data is entered into the order: Dx., Admitting Physician, Admit Status - In, OBS, SDC (Pt. going to OR, GI Lab, Cath Lab, Dialysis), Admit To, Requested Unit/Floor, ED Virtual Bed, Isolation Required and Patient Drips

➢ ED Virtual Bed must be entered in correctly for this to work
  • Note on ED Tracker what ED Bed the patient is located in
  • Choose the “same” virtual bed when placing the order
  • To narrow the Virtual Bed List search to Children’s ED beds, type the following:

➢ TPMEDP = Children’s ED Beds

➢ The Registration status will change to ADM IN, ADM INo or SDC within one minute of placing the ED Admit To Order
➢ If the Reg ER Status does not change immediately notify the Unit Secretary or Charge Nurse